
• Nonverbal synchrony (NVS) in psychotherapy is considered an indicator
for positive therapeutic rapport and therapeutic success and positive therapy
outcome [4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. But patients who quit their psychotherapy
prematurely with therapeutic consensus and without general symptom
remission showed high NVS with their therapists (high cross-correlations,
[10]).

• This controversary could be explained by methodological reasons: In
psychotherapy, NVS is assessed by rough activation measures.

• Fine-grained movement analyses show that patients change their movement
behavior in the course of the psychotherapy and adopt therapists’ movement
structure and focus (e.g. more movement in space, see [5, 6, 15]. NVS
definitions focus on movement coordination in time [e.g. 1] or on
synchronization of the same movement concepts (e.g. [2]).

• Research question: How does the frequency/duration/PoT (Proportion of
Time) of NVS between patients and therapists change in patients who
improve in comparison to patients who stagnate in their symptom
development, using a fine-grained movement analysis and both definitory
aspects?

Introduction Results

Methods
Sample:
• 21 patients with Social Phobia and their

therapists from the Social Phobia
Psychotherapy Research Network Project

• Patients with remitted symptoms (post
LSAS < 35); (n = 10; 8 female, 2 male;
M = 33.60,SD = 13.85 years)

• Patients with stagnated symptoms (n
= 11; 9 female, 3 male; M = 33.91
years, SD = 13.66 years, see [20])

Data:
• 42 video recordings
• First 6 minutes of first and next-to-last

psychotherapy session
NVS Analyses:
• hand movements analysis with

NEUROGES-ELAN (Figure 1a, Figure 2);
two independent, blind raters

• Operationalization: NVS as overlap
between patients’ and therapists’
movements’ complex phases (Figure 1b)
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Repeated-measures MANOVA for NVS (overlaps of the phasic complex
phases)
PoT (Figure 3) : Significant between-subjects effect on the PoT of NVS
(F(1/19) = 4.543, p = .046; partial η2 = 0.193). NVS in the non-remitted group
was displayed with a longer PoT than in the remission group (non-remitted
group: M = 1.566, SD = 0.210; remission group: M = 0.916, SD = 0.221).
Duration (Figure 4) : Significant between-subjects effect on the duration of
NVS (F(1/19) = 5.511, p = .030; partial η2 = 0.225). NVS in the non-remitted
group was displayed with a longer duration than in the remission group (non-
remitted group: M = 8.547, SD = 1.169; remission group: M = 4.571, SD =
1.226).
Frequency: Significant univariate interaction effect of Time * Group for NVS
(F(1/19) = 5.394; p = .031; partial η2 = 0.221). NVS frequency significantly
increased from the first therapy session (M = 0.492, SE = 0.093) to the next-
to-last session (M = 0.705, SE = 0.094) for the non-remitted group (p = .024).
At the next-to-last session the non-remitted group furthermore displayed
significantly more NVS than the remitted group.
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Figure 1a. NEUROGES-ELAN 
Algorithm (Module I) for the analysis 
of kinesic behavior (see [7], [8]).

Figure 2. NVS during psychotherapy: Patient and therapist (here) display the same 
movement structure and focus (phasic on body). NVS as measured with NEUROGES-
ELAN is defined as overlap of complex phase movements (here: scratching). A complex 
phase is the principal component of a movement, consisting out of preparation, complex 
and retraction phase (see [9]). 

• In fine-grained movement analysis, increased NVS frequencies,
durations and PoT are associated with non-remission.

• The present results are comparable to research in vocal synchrony, also
using fine-grained analyses (see [16]).

• Therefore, NVS is not always positively associated with therapy outcomes. It
depends on methodological aspects, like NVS definition, rough or fine-
grained measurement and the measurement parameters of the
synchronous movements.

• In the patient-therapist psychotherapy setting, long NVS durations indicate
difficulties with nonverbal attunement (see [3]). Because of this, the present
results could indicate non-remission in the patients’ development towards
more autonomy (from the therapist).

Figure 4. Mean duration and standard errors of NVS (phasic overlaps) in the two 
groups, * = p < .05.

* 

Figure 3. Mean PoT and standard errors of NVS (phasic overlaps) in the two 
groups in the first and next-to-last psychotherapy sessions.
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Figure 1b. NVS as 
overlap of complex 
movement; measureable
with NEUROGES-ELAN.
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